Elizabeth Lowell Complete Book List

For more information please visit http://www.ElizabethLowell.com.

**Romantic Suspense**
Novels written under Elizabeth Lowell, unless noted otherwise:

- Perfect Touch (HC July 2015)
- Dangerous Refuge (HC April 2013 — PB April 2013)
- Beautiful Sacrifice (HC May 2012 — PB May 2012)
- Death Echo (HC Jun 2010 — PB Feb 2011)
- Blue Smoke and Murder (HC Jun 2008 — PB Apr 2009)
- Innocent as Sin (HC Jul 2007 — PB May 2008)
- Whirlpool (rewrite of The Ruby) (Nov 2006)
- The Wrong Hostage (HC Jun 2006 — PB May 2007)
- The Secret Sister (Nov 2005)
- Always Time To Die (HC Jul 2005 — PB Jun 2006)
- Death is Forever (rewrite of The Diamond Tiger) (Dec 2004)
- Die in Plain Sight (HC Jul 2003 — PB Jun 2004)
- Moving Target (HC Jun 2001 — PB May 2002)
- Midnight in Ruby Bayou (HC Jun 2000 — PB May 2001)
- Pearl Cove (HC Jun 1999 — PB Jun 2000)
- Jade Island (HC Sep 1998 — PB Apr 1999)
- Shadow and Silk written under Ann Maxwell (with Evan Maxwell) (1997)
- The Ruby written under Ann Maxwell (with Evan Maxwell) (1995)
- The Secret Sisters written under Ann Maxwell (with Evan Maxwell) (1993)
- The Diamond Tiger written under Ann Maxwell (1992)
- Tell Me No Lies (PB 1986) — reissued in HC (2001)

**Romance**
Expanded or reissue editions written under Elizabeth Lowell:

- This Time Love (based on Sequel, SIM #128) (HC Jan 2003 — PB Nov 2003)
- Eden Burning (based on Fires of Eden, SIM #141) (HC Jan 2002 — PB Oct 2002)
- Beautiful Dreamer (based on Valley of the Sun, SIM #109) (HC Jan 2001 — PB Oct 2001)
- Remember Summer (based on Summer Games, SIM #57) (1999)
To the Ends of the Earth (based on The Danvers Touch, SIM #18) (1998)
Where the Heart Is (based on Travelling Man, SIM #97) (1997)
Desert Rain (based on Summer Thunder, SD #77) (1996)
A Woman Without Lies (based on A Woman Without Lies, SIM #81) (1995)
Lover in the Rough (based on Lover in the Rough, SIM #34) (1994)
Forget Me Not (based on Forget Me Not, SIM #72) (1994)

Historical Romance
Novels written under Elizabeth Lowell:

- Winter Fire (1996)
- Autumn Lover (1996)
- Enchanted (1994)
- Forbidden (1993)
- Untamed (1993)

Historical Fiction
Novels written under A.E. Maxwell (with Evan Maxwell), unless noted otherwise:

- The Golden Mountain written under Annalise Sun (1990)
- The Redwood Empire (Harlequin Historical #267) (1987)
- Golden Empire (1979)

Mystery
Novels written under A.E. Maxwell (with Evan Maxwell):

Steal The Sun (1983)

Science Fiction
Novels written under Ann Maxwell:

Timeshadow Rider (1986)
Name Of A Shadow (1984)
Dancer's Illusion (1983)
Dancer's Luck (1983)
Fire Dancer (1982)
The Jaws Of Menx (1981)
A Dead God Dancing (1979)
The Singer Enigma (1976)
Change (1975)

Silhouette Desire
Written under Elizabeth Lowell:

# 077 Summer Thunder (1983)
# 265 The Fire Of Spring (1986)
# 319 Too Hot To Handle (1986)
# 355 Love Song For A Raven (1987)
# 415 Fever (1988)
# 462 Dark Fire (1988)
# 546 Fire And Rain (1990)
# 624 Outlaw (1991)
# 625 Granite Man (1991)
# 631 Warrior (1991)

Silhouette Intimate Moments
Written under Elizabeth Lowell:

# 018 The Danvers Touch (1983)
# 034 Lover In The Rough (1983)
# 057 Summer Games (1984)
# 072 Forget Me Not (1984)
# 081 A Woman Without Lies (1985)
# 097 Travelling Man (1985)
# 109 Valley Of The Sun (1985)
# 128 Sequel (1986)
# 141 Fires Of Eden (1986)
# 178 Sweet Wind, Wild Wind (1987)
# 256 Chain Lightning (1988)

**Harlequin Historicals:**
Written under Elizabeth Lowell:

- # 038 Reckless Love (1990)

**Screenplay Novelization:**
- Written under Lowell Charters:
  - Thunderheart (1992)

**Non-Fiction**
- Dangerous Men And Adventurous Women - contribution by Elizabeth Lowell (1992)
- The Year-Long Day written under A.E. Maxwell (with Evan Maxwell) (1976)

**Sequel Guide**

**MacKenzie-Blackthorn / Rocking M Collection**
- Granite Man
- Warrior
- Reckless Love
- Fire and Rain
- Outlaw

**McCalls**
- Fever
- Dark Fire

**St. Kilda Consulting**
- The Wrong Hostage
- Blue Smoke and Murder
- Innocent as Sin
- Death Echo

**The Donovans**
- Amber Beach
- Jade Island
- Midnight in Ruby Bayou
- Pearl Cove

**“Only” Series**
- Only You
- Winter Fire
- Only His
- Only Love
- Only Mine
- Autumn Lover

**Rarities Unlimited**
- Moving Target
- Running Scared
- Die in Plain Sight

**Risk Ltd.**
- The Ruby
- Shadow and Silk

**Medieval Series**
- Untamed
- Enchanted
- Forbidden

**Fiddler & Fiora**
- Gatsby’s Vineyard
- Just Another Day in Paradise
- Just Enough Light to Kill
- The Frog and the Scorpion
- Money Burns
- The Art of Survival
The King of Nothing
Murder Hurts

Dancer Series
Fire Dancer
Dancer’s Luck
Dancer’s Illusion